Nur Ali charges back to A1 Grand Prix!!!
Nur Ali’s two victories in a row in the Southwest Formula Regional Series seemed too
much for the management of A1 Grand Prix Team Pakistan to resist. They have asked
Nur Ali to come back and drive Team Pakistan to victory.
Nur Ali, 31, is widely considered the most successful, talented and fastest South Asian
Race car driver in the world. He won the Southwest Formula Regional Series
Championship two years in a row with a thrilling exhibition of iron will and calculated
risk. He joins A1 Team Pakistan after a season of racing in the Star Mazda North
American Championship Series, and driving in the Southwest Formula Mazda Series, in
which he celebrated two victories, four podium finishes and three pole positions this year.
He has also launched the Nur Ali Motorsports Academy and Motorsport Pakistan
ventures, two new initiatives which have been created to establish a motorsport
development programme in the country.
Ali says of joining the team, "it was only yesterday that I jumped on a plane from the
USA, went straight to the track and jumped into a race suit for seat fittings and practice
this afternoon. I’m hoping to be shaking down the car and learning the circuit today, and
then we can move on to developing its performance over the course of the weekend. I’m
very excited to be driving for A1 Team Pakistan in this first race at Zandvoort, near
Amsterdam. I’m very pleased to be representing my country, and putting something back
into the sport to benefit Pakistan.”
"I want everyone to know that I came back to Team Pakistan for my people, my family
and my country. I intend to drive this Team to victory Pakistan Zindabad!!!"
A1 Grand Prix is the World Cup of Motorsport with 12 races held at international venues
across five continents. Performance is determined by human bravery, skill and
excellence. This season the Series expands to 12 events and Nur Ali and Team Pakistan
will compete in world class cities such as Beijing, Mexico City, and in countries
including New Zealand and Brazil.
For Further information about Nur Ali please contact: info@alimotorsports.com and visit
http://www.alimotorsports.com
For further information about A1GP, visit www.A1GP.com and for all the team
information, go to http://www.a1gp.com/a1teampak

